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2015 Special Olympics State Games
by Chris Hanebury
Attendance at the State games is a highly anticipated—and just an
amazing—experience.
For the athletes, it is an opportunity to demonstrate skills they have worked
on over the past few months, to delight in the recognition of their efforts,
and to share fun times with their friends. For the coaches, it is an endless
source of inspiration and an allover warm and fuzzy feeling. I ask you,
does it get better than that? For this year’s coaches, Jeff Eshelman, Terri
Myers, Steph Sikora, Jackie Mullock, Michael Beard, and me, the answer
would be without question, “no, it doesn’t.” We set off to make this a great
experience for our athletes and once again, received far more than we gave.

Bea and Galen were fabulous equine partners for all of the athletes and
enjoyed extra hugs and carrots! In addition to the competition, the team
participated in opening ceremonies, Field Fest, and of course a trip to the
Creamery!
We had a great group and traveled as a family to the events. We had a blast
and are looking forward to next year! 2

The 2015 Montgomery County Special Olympics Equestrian team included
Jesse Mandel, Alon Colzie, Megan Mullock, Shannon Byrne, Jill Novak,
and Cindy Roach. They were joined by equine athletes Bea and Galen.
The team traveled with fellow athletes from other sports by bus to Penn
State Main Campus for jam-packed competition and events held June
4 through June 6. The athletes competed in trail, dressage, equitation,
showmanship, and gaming. Each class included athletes from all over the
state, and Montgomery County once again demonstrated their outstanding
skills and horsemanship. Collectively, these athletes brought home 4 blue
ribbons, 5 red ribbons, 5 yellow ribbons, 5 white ribbons, and 3 pink
ribbons.

Congratulations, Frank Viall - 2015 Natoli Award Recipient!

by Nicole Reggia

The Child Development Foundation held its annual Grant Award Reception
in July at the Plymouth Country Club, giving grants to several organizations
that provide services for thousands of special needs children. Each year at
the reception, one person is chosen for the honor of receiving the Dr. Thomas
J. Natoli Annual Founder’s Award. This honor is given to an individual
who has provided years of dedicated service for special needs children in
Montgomery County. This year’s distinguished recipient was our very own
Frank Viall, president and board member of Sebastian Riding Associates.
Frank has been volunteering his time at SRA since 1993 when his son began
riding in the program. Since that time, Frank has been instrumental to the
success of the therapeutic riding program. In addition to his contributions

to the program, he also identifies maintenance work on the property, most
of which he completes himself on weekends. He is the supervisor of court
appointed youth during SRA’s community days. Along with volunteering
his time at SRA events, Frank can be found dragging fields, mucking stalls,
painting, and mowing to maintain the farm for our students and horses.
Frank serves on the SRA Board of Directors as our president, providing
leadership with his time, talents, and resources, not to mention his financial
generosity.

Congratulations, Frank! Well deserved, indeed. Thank you for all you do for
our organization.
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A Fond Farewell to Herbie

by Jennie Dec

Herbie, a long-time therapy horse at Sebastian, retired with his best friend
Carlene Marchese in early 2015. Herbie came to SRA in December 2006,
on a lease from Laura Levan, who at the time was moving to England to
study veterinary medicine. He quickly became a Sebastian favorite. He
was beautifully trained and carried many a rider in shows. After 8 years or
so it became evident that he needed a change in career, maybe a single
owner who could provide consistency and plenty of love. Carlene tried
out for the job, fell in love with him, and is now his proud owner and best
buddy.
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See inside for a special tribute to Herbie by SRA student Tina Grubelic.

Making Memories...

SUMMER
CAMP 2015

by Ruth Swartz & Deb Frasca
Summer Camp at SRA is a magical experience. From
Superhero escapades through a carnival extravaganza
and into lands of candy, camp provides an outlet for
imagination and a venue for forming relationships.

Week 1: Sebastian’s Superheroes
On the very first day of camp, both campers and
volunteers started their day by getting to know one
another by learning about who everyone favored as
a childhood superhero. And, every superhero needs
a horse, right? So as the campers mounted their
horses for the morning ride, many thoughts of saving
damsels in distress and having super powers were on
everyone’s minds. By the end of the week, riders were
donning their handmade superhero capes and shirts
and mounting their horses so that they could ride
the countryside protecting horses everywhere from
the evil villain, fly guy! Check out the video, entitled
“Sebastian Heroes,” on our website.
With the help of the horses, that week we learned
that we all have super powers, whether it is the gift of
patience, love, or understanding, each and every one
at camp that week learned to hone their powers for
the forces of good.

Week 2: Carnival and Cake
Our second week of camp was a lot of fun and games.
Carnival games, that is – bean bag toss, ring toss, duck
pond, and many more, all a bit more challenging when
you are on horseback. Riders could collect tickets for
completing their carnival games and trade them in
for ribbons and prizes. We had arts and crafts as well.
Sand art was a favorite, but everyone always loves to
“Paint a Pony”! Keeping with the carnival theme, the
students baked and decorated a carousel cake and
delivered it to the birthday girls: Jenny and Kellen.

Minis at the Library...
Reading IS Fun!
by Wendy Brynan
As a volunteer at Sebastian, I know that my days will
be varied and interesting. No two days are ever the
same. But August 19 will be a day that I will never
forget. In a good way.
On Monday, I received a text asking if I would be
interested in helping take the minis to the library.
Ummm. Okay. Never took horses to a library before,
but I am game. When I arrived at Sebastian, Vinnie
and Sebastian were already bathed and cleaned
up and ready to load into the trailer. No time to
get details about what we were doing. Chris, Cyndi,
Sierra, Cassidy, and I drove to North Wales Library.
When we arrived, Jane Blackforth greeted us and
asked us to have the minis in the front of the building
where there were a few benches and trees. We
brought the guys out and stood ready. A family with
small children came out of the library and started to
pet Vinnie. The oldest girl, probably about 7 years
old, sat down in front of Vinnie and started to read a
book to him. He was curious and tried to pick up the
book himself. Then a few more children came out to
Sebastian to read to him.
A few of the children were happy to just look at
the minis, a few just petted, but the overwhelming
majority wanted to read to them. Vinnie and
Sebastian were very interested and behaved
wonderfully. We stayed for about an hour and a
half and had approximately 55 children come out to
entertain the horses. Some of the children had never
touched a horse, while some were very comfortable.
We were able to educate the families as to breeds
and colors of our mini and dwarf mini, as well as
what we do at Sebastian Riding.
It was fascinating to me that the horses actually
encouraged the children to not only read, but to read
in public. I had never heard of “reading to the horses”
before, but I hope it becomes a regular event. r

Week 3: SRA’s Land of Candy
It was a real treat to be here this week. In preparation
of the upcoming horse show that was themed
Candyland, campers and volunteers took on the
challenge of helping to transform SRA into a magical
land of candy. We ate some, baked some, and even
made large replicas of some lollipops, lifesavers, and
peppermints!
Riders learned horse colors and markings and parts of
the saddle. They learned how to handle and care for
horses; they even had a chance to play a horse-size
version of Candyland. And even though some riders
got caught in the molasses swamp, by demonstrating
some newly learned horseback riding skills, they were
easily able to get to the finish line and look at the
candy castle! Oh, how sweet it is, making new friends,
both human and horse! 8

A Thorncroft Story
by Shannon Moran
Every rider has a dream, for some it is racing at the
Kentucky Derby, for others owning a farm, teaching
their kids how to ride, or spending the rest of their
lives riding horses. My dream as a rider is to someday
ride at the Summer Olympics and show anyone
who thought that I was too weak or unathletic that
I made it. The Devon Horse Show is one of the most
prestigious horse events in Pennsylvania and to ride
there is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity that takes
many rides, decades of work and commitment to
achieve. In addition to the main event, there are
several subdivisions that together make up the Devon
Horse Show in its entirety. I had the opportunity to be
able to compete at one of these events at Thorncroft
Equestrian facility after riding over six years.
While I may not have ridden nearly as long nor as
often as many of those who competed at Devon, I
was placed in an independent class as I am a fast

Meet the Volunteer
Liz Merrill
{in her own words}

I came to SRA about 7 years ago, looking for a way
to renew my interest in horses and at the same time
do something more meaningful with my life. I have
always enjoyed riding, but when I started at SRA I had
not been on a horse for almost 15 years! I took riding
lessons for a few years in high school and again for a
few years after college, but then work kept me busy
and the years just flew by. I majored in animal science
at college, and thought I would spend my life working
with animals, but actually ended up becoming a
CPA and working in public accounting. Volunteering
at SRA has filled that void for me, and I love every
minute of it.
What I did not learn in riding lessons or at school is
that the care and maintenance of horses is a 24/7
job. Thankfully SRA has a great staff and a team of
dedicated volunteers who keep up with all the work
at all hours of the day! I am honored to be a small
part of this team.
Until I came to SRA I knew very little of horseback
riding as therapy and I have learned so much from
the instructors and students. The students constantly
amaze me and I love seeing them have fun both on
and off the horses while at the same time working
hard and becoming confident riders.
You can find me at SRA on Fridays. I live very near
SRA so when I am not volunteering or at work, you
might see me in Evansburg State Park running the
trails or walking the dogs. l
learner and am very committed to my riding.
The event itself was not a success for me in the
traditional sense. The horse I was riding, Moe, had
been shown multiple times that day and he was tired
by the time it was my turn to ride. We did not do as
well as I had hoped despite my best efforts. While our
performance was not as I envisioned, I had friends
and family who came from as far away as New Jersey
to support me. Despite the low scores, I enjoyed
riding in three events, trail, dressage and equitation.
Additionally, I appreciated my family finding the time
in their busy lives to come and watch me perform in
the sport I have loved since the first time I mounted
a horse. After the event, my family and I all went to
dinner at a fancy restaurant to celebrate all of my hard
work and commitment. While it was not my best show
in terms of ribbons, my ride at Thorncroft was my best
show in terms of enjoying myself and the ride, which
at the end of the day is all that truly matters.
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What Herbie Means to Me

by Tina Grubelic
Herbie is the best horse I had the chance to meet and ride at Sebastian’s, in my opinion. He was the first horse I
learned to canter on at SRA. We listen to each other very well and we can understand one another. I haven’t ridden
him in a couple years, but when I was on his back I could just think walk, trot, or canter and he would do it. With me
on his back, he would be very calm because he knows that I will not pull on his mouth or slam my seat down into the
saddle from the mounting ramp, which hurts his back.
This article is very hard for me to write because I know he is leaving. But I know that he is going to a good home. I
just have to keep remembering all the good times during lessons and shows that we’ve gone through together. He
was the first horse I rode in a home show at Sebastian’s on September 23, 2012, and we ended up with 2nd place,
which was very good for us. The picture is of me in my riding outfit
holding the lead rope to Herbie’s halter, with a second place ribbon
attached.
There is a lesson I will always remember riding you. It was my birthday!
I remember Terri was teaching me that day, and she did not want me to
canter you down the long side of the arena from F to M going towards C.
She just wanted me to trot, but you gave a little hop wanting to go into
the canter! After that happened, Terri said, “Tina, that is Herbie saying
Happy Birthday!” That is a moment I will ALWAYS remember, riding you
in a lesson.
I will love you always and forever Herbie. You were my first favorite
pony at SRA because we understood each other. I know you would do
anything for me, and I would do anything for you. My first show off site
of Sebastian’s at 4-H, I was riding you. We worked together as a team to
earn the blue. This was my very first blue ribbon, and I owe it all to you. You and I made an awesome team in lessons
and shows. I will treasure those memories and moments with you forever. My face lit up every time I knew I was
riding you in a lesson, and even seeing your face when you were brought into the barn from the pasture. You are the
best pony I have ridden because you left hoofprints on my heart. I love you, Herbie!
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First Annual Camp-Out Night!

by Cyndi MacFarland
we had it all. And Yea! Pat’s Brownies and crispy
During the Summer Day Camps, along with students, treats! Our bellies were full now, so we settled in
staff, volunteers, and horses spent every day together
to watch a movie together on a huge carpet in the
working as a tight team for the playful fun and safety
Sebastian courtyard. As our horses quietly grazed in
of all. Our day campers held team races on horseback, the background, we “chillaxed” to watch the classic
created works of art, and followed trails down to the
1961 film, “Misty of Chincoteague” on the barn doors.
water to skip stones and water our horses. Alongside
Proudly, we stable our very own Chincoteague pony,
each student were their trusty team of volunteers
Fozzie, and this was a story about his ancestors and
and instructors. We were all Superheroes playing in
our desires and dreams as horse lovers to own and
Carnivals and Candyland! It was the summer of new “gentle a horse.” One of the highlights of the evening
friends, laughter, play, and horses, and we didn’t want
was when we heard Diamond and others replying to
it to end!
the whinnies of the ponies in the movie! Even snorting!
As we collectively laughed and turned to look, we saw
Then a great idea rose from the team: Before school
that our whole herd of therapy horses were gathered
starts, let’s have a sleep over at Sebastian’s! What
a great idea! And so we planned our camp night, together watching the movie with us.
gathered our tents and snacks, and met on the lawn at
But wait, it’s not over yet! Let’s squeeze together
Sebastian’s. We helped each other set up our homey
roasted marshmallows and chocolate between graham
tents for the evening and then headed to the barn to
crackers. It makes you beg for S’more! Then, in honor of
tack up and take part in a “Simulation Ride.” We have
our rebuilding our Sensory Trail, we formed a line, held
such empathy for each other, but what is it really like
hands (some sticky with S’more fixings), and with our
to ride a horse if you were disabled in some capacity?
eyes closed we guided each other down the mysterious
What if…you did not have strength in your senses, your
sensory trails. By “whisper down the lane,” we relied on
limbs, your hands, your spine, or your sight? We wrote
each other’s voices, giggles, and squeeze of the hand
down disabilities on slips of paper and dropped them
to know when to step over fresh manure piles, dips,
into a hat. As we each drew from the hat, we selected
and turns in the trail. We soon learned to keep pace
a disability to better understand. Some wore splints
together or we would be stretched to the fingertips to
on their arms or legs and mounted up to ride a horse. not break our links! We paused to star graze, listen to
We thought carefully on how we would communicate
the wildlife, reflect, and share stories by candlelight.
with our horses differently. We thought of our students
What’s a midnight walk without spooky stories, too.
and such strength they have to overcome obstacles to
The campfire was welcoming and warm, like the new
bravely go for their goals and dreams. Our horses are
friendships we forged this summer. After we checked
amazingly patient and knowing and on their backs we
in on our horses, bid them good night, we finally
learn about ourselves. They lend us their strengths
drifted off to sleep in the wee hours of morning. Soon
and we give them our love and
the Monday morning sun did rise. And we were
respect. Most of all, we learned of the
awakened by the familiar and
challenges our students work through
comforting sound of hoof beats
every day. We are proud to be a
on the driveway. Learning is the
part of the successes our students
reason we are all here, and the
experience.
catalyst that brought us together
After our ride we were hungry! Our
here at Sebastian’s to form friends
picnic table was full of favorites we
for life. Cheers to the summer of
brought to share. Gracious thanks
2015 and Sebastian’s winning team of
to the families of students and
families, students, horses, volunteers,
volunteers for suppling campfire
staff, and sponsors. Together we help
dinner for all, watermelon, salads, chips, drinks…
change lives for the better.
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New Faces
at SRA

Kellen Kissenger spent 5 years volunteering
for Sebastian before becoming an assistant
instructor in 2013 and an instructor in 2015.
She has been riding for 14 years and her love of
horses and SRA helped her decide to major in
Equine Facilitated Therapeutics while attending
Wilson College. Kellen is a PACTH Certified
Instructor, and in addition to teaching lessons
enjoys furthering her education through
clinics and training with as many Equine and
Therapeutic Riding professionals as possible.
She believes that it is important to never stop
learning!
Kellen enjoys riding English and Western as well
as driving, and holds a special place in her heart
for cross-country jumping and the basics of
vaulting. She believes that solid ground training
is an important part of every horse’s training,
and loves working with horses on the ground
as well as in the saddle. Kellen feels incredibly
privileged to be doing what she loves and to
have the ability to impact so many lives (human
and equine) in a positive way! s

Something to
Smile About!

Dex Photography by Dana Fielding would
like to open up possibilities for everyone.
If you want pictures of yourself with your
favorite horse, now you can get them! A
$50 1-hour session will include a disc with
selected pictures from your session and one
printed copy of one picture — and a portion
of the proceeds go towards Sebastian!
A $30 half-hour session will include a
disc with selected pictures from your
session, and a portion of the proceeds go
towards Sebastian. This
offer will be available
for
SRA
instructors,
volunteers, and students.
Contact the office to put
you in contact with Dana!

SRA 5th Annual
Derby, Dine & Dance
by Kathy Grubelic
Our 5th Annual Derby, Dine & Dance was a big success once again. We were
able to raise much needed funds for Sebastian Riding Associates and at the
same time raise awareness for what we do and how we positively impact our
community. As usual, the Club at Shannondell was the perfect place to hold
our party - the staff is always amazing and the food is outstanding. On top of
that, it was so much fun to watch American Pharaoh win the Kentucky Derby
race - it was easy to see how he would go on to win the Triple Crown!
This year's event included some new and improved features, such as a
photo booth (tons of fun!), as well as band that was for us, but not new in
the banquet, wedding, night club scene - Where's Pete Band. They were
phenomenal and had us all dancing until we couldn't dance anymore. We also
enjoyed a sit-down dinner as opposed to the buffet-style dinner served in the
past.
One of the highlights of the evening was our 40th
Anniversary Video by Seth Umberhauer. The
video was shown to the guests at the start of the
dinner service, and to say it was moving is an
understatement. It highlighted our organization from
its beginning in 1975 to the present. Many of our
guests were not aware of our history, and all were
moved by what we do and how we do it. If you
would like to view this wonderful story, you can
find it on our website. It is well worth the
7 minutes!
We are planning the 6th Annual Derby, Dine &
Dance! Please mark your calendars for May 7,
2016. If you would like to help, we can always
use volunteers — please call the office and let us
know. Also, we are always in need of donations
for our silent auction and sponsors for the event.
Do you have tickets for sporting events, theater, etc., or perhaps you
have a vacation home? Please consider donating tickets to a game or a week
vacation to our silent auction.
As always, we thank you for your support!

Did you know...

When you shop at AmazonSmile, Amazon donates 0.5% of the
purchase price to Sebastian Riding Associates, Inc. Bookmark the link
http://smile.amazon.com/ch/23-1955562 and support us every time you shop.
SRA received a grant from the Pennsylvania National Horse Show Foundation
to purchase new sheepskin dressage saddle pads.
The winning raffle ticket for the horse-themed quilt donated by Pat Grotzinger
was won by student Nika Kownurko! Congratulations Nika! We are green
with envy!
Smartpak, a leading equine supplement supplier, featured our very own
Thunder as the October Horse of the Month. We had been using a digestive
supplement for Thunder when he had to have his surgery last year. As a result,
Smartpak provided $3,750 toward the vet bill through their Colicare program.
You can check out the article on our website.
The 10th Annual Legs for Lindsey was held on August 12! We were so grateful
to SEI Investments for allowing us to move the race to begin and end at their
facility, with the race run on the very flat and scenic Perkiomen Trail. With more
than 300 runners and walkers in the 5K and fun run, we take that as a green flag
for the race to stay at this location! Please be sure to visit our website for a list
of all the sponsors of this race and support them as you are able!
In October, SRA hosted the Wissahickon School District Autistic Support classes
for our Intro to Horses program. The students learned about body language,
how to groom and lead a horse, and had a scavenger hunt to top off the fun.
Thank you for exploring the wonderful world of therapeutic riding with your
students!
Our Vinnie recently attended the Dogtober Fest at SEI Investments as part of a
promotion of their animal charities to the nearly 2000 employees at their Oaks
location. Of course, he was a huge hit and everyone wanted to take him home!
This summer we were lucky enough to purchase a used John Deere 5500
to help around the farm. This was made possible with funds provided by
SEI Investments. Thank you SEI!
SRA anniversary lapel pins are available in the office for $10. Help us
commemorate this milestone!

SRA was one of 4 organizations
that received a $5,000 grant
from Dressage at Devon this
October. We are so thankful for
the support of our program by
this prestigious event.
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Sensory Trail Comes to Life at SRA

With the help of grant dollars from CCRES and the Genuardi Family Foundation and
the generosity of Brook Buck of Buck Enterprises Landscaping, the sensory trail has
come to life at SRA. Two new trails were created at SRA behind the paddocks to the
right of the driveway when entering.
The first trail is a complete loop around these fields and includes a wood boardwalk
that resonates with the clippity-clop of the horses’ hooves, a pool-noodle “carwash”
where the students allow the noodles to gently bump into their helmets, or they duck
to avoid them, and chimes to play that allow the music to echo around the farm. The
carwash was constructed by the employees of SEI Investments and is the first of many
sensory obstacles that will be erected along the trail as ideas, manpower provided by
corporate partners, and funds become available.
The second loop winds through the woods and intersects the sensory trail and the
original park trail for a scenic and serene interaction with nature. This trail, along with
the footing and boardwalk construction on the sensory trail, was completed by Brook
Buck, and the wood chips along this trail were laid by students from Ursinus College as
part of their community involvement program.
We are so thankful for this trail used by the riding
students and
driving students,
and we look
forward to all the
future additions
that will benefit
our very special
riders. a
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Reminder - Make Up Lesson and Cancellation Policy
Volunteers and staff are scheduled to cover every lesson that is scheduled.
If you don’t call or show for your lesson, the volunteers that have donated
their time to help sit and wait, and SRA pays the staff person as they are
here for your lesson. Our policy is to offer only 1 make up per session, but
please, if you are unable to make your lesson, please, please, please call
us so that we don’t waste the valuable time of these folks who are here
for you!

Thank you, friends, families, volunteers,
and staff for your generous gifts received
during the holidays and throughout
the year!
Wishes for a wonderful holiday season
and all the very best in the
New Year!
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